Live, Enjoy and Love

ANNIVERSARY
2000-2020

ANNIVERSARY
2 0 0 0 - 2 0 2 0

QUALITY
Italian robots give top
mowing performance.

FREEDOM
Spend your free
time living not
mowing.

CHOICE

Ambrogio
robots have been
family members
for 20 years

Because no two
lawns are the
same.

FUTURE
Technology and
innovation to serve
your daily life.

BEAUTY
For those who
love style in all
the details.

RELIABILITY
You can count on us
and rely on the robot
specialists.

Enjoy your Time

Ambrogio robots are the automatic lawn mowers that take care of the lawn completely on their own and in total safety. The ideal
solution for those who want the perfect lawn and more free time. Look no further if you are looking for mowing excellence,
professionalism, and technological innovation, combined with respect for the environment.
Ambrogio robots are a perfect ally to manage any type of garden every day: from small residential gardens, simple and complex, up
to extensive lawns. The Mulching function returns moisture and nutrients back into turf, for a healthy and lush lawn that requires
less fertiliser. Even better, there is no need to dispose of the grass.
Ambrogio robots are a Made in Italy product: brushless motors, lithium batteries, resiliant and durable materials that last over time
pair with a beautiful, well-finished design to offer high performance on all styles of lawn.
Ambrogio robot speaks the language of the future and makes our lives easier: it gives you the time and freedom to enjoy your
garden and outdoor life to the fullest, even if you’re away from home. Thanks to our smart technologies it is possible to control and
manage the robot wherever you are. Integrated with voice assistants; request information and statistics, and give commands.
Our lawnmowers are safe and pet friendly: a friend of the environment and pets, it works at a safe distance from pets when
sharing your lawn. It is also smart and capable of working in teams to cover larger and more complicated areas.

Innovation, creativity, expertise, know-how, passion, enthusiasm and social responsibility are the
core values of Ambrogio Robot.
As part of a larger group, which is a world leader in robotics and automation while also
specialising in renewable energies and software development, Ambrogio draws expertise from
across this partnership creating innovative mowing solutions built to stand the test of time.
ANNIVERSARY
2 0 0 0 - 2 0 2 0

Ambrogio Robot lawnmowers are all conceptualised, designed, developed and manufactured in
our evolving state-of-the-art facilities in Italy, as they have been for the last 20 years.

Green Production Made in our eco-sensitive facility, run off its own solar array & inverter systems; it is fully
self-sufficient on all but the cloudiest of days; a rarity in Tuscany.
Rain water is harvested for use in manufacturing while plants shade windows in the hotter months, and help
insulate through the winter to reduce energy consumption even more.
We are always striving to make our production, and robots more sustainable and kind to the planet.

Italian From A To Z Ambrogio robots are designed, developed and manufactured under one roof giving the
ultimate in innovation and quality control. Teams of software engineers work directly alongside designers tirelessly
to continually improve features and capabilities.
Not only are the robots built and tested on site by our professional team, but even components like our high quality
PCBs are produced on site to ensure the highest standards throughout our mowers.
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Environmentally
Friendly

Compact

Recycle Nutrients & moisture are recycled back into the turf by

Small & Subtle With a small footprint compared to traditional

efficient high speed mulching blades. Fertilising this way reduces

mowers, Ambrogio robots are very discreet, whether working day or

chemical use & is as organic as the grass being mown.

night.

Clean Air With no fumes being given off, our robots don’t pollute

Storage With robots living in their own recharging docks, no

your garden or the planet.

valuable space is taken up in storage areas. Being battery powered,
there is no need for risky fuel storage either.

Cut Waste Recycling grass cuttings means you no longer have
to find a way to dispose of your clippings elsewhere.

Enjoy
More Time

Quality
By Design

Free Time With a robotic mower taking care of your lawn, you

Built To Last Produced in our state-of-the-art Italian factory,

can reclaim back precious hours every week.

they come with up to a 6 year warranty & have extended warranty

Enjoy Your Lawn Our robots have large capacity batteries,

packages available.

efficient brushless motors and rapid chargers so they can get your

A Cut Above Regular cutting maintains a constant grass length.

lawn cut in less outings, leaving it free for you to enjoy for longer.

Never ‘in need’ of cutting, an Ambrogio lawn always look perfectly
maintained. Contour following deck designs give a smoother finish.

Highly
Cost Effective

Unobtrusive

Low Running Costs Save on significant machinery running

Extremely Quiet Mowing Similar to a normal conversation

costs with a robotic mower. e.g. Mowing a 1000m lawn, our

at 1m. Further away the robots are barely audible while they work.
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robots consume under £10 of electricity a year*.
* Based on 9 months of active annual mowing with an electricity rate of £0.14/kwh.

Anytime Low decibel ratings on our robots make them suitable
to mow day or night without disturbing anyone.

Save On Treatments Regular cutting & high speed mulching
quickly returns nutrients & moisture back into the turf, reducing the
need for additional fertiliser or irrigation.

Love your smart Garden
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*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

LATEST GENERATION
PROCESSORS

The motherboard is our fastest and can process
more data at higher rates, with less power
consumption.

BLUETOOTH & GSM

The communication technology that allows you to
update the software and drive the robot at close range.

TOUCH DISPLAY

The large touchscreen display makes updating
settings via the graphic interface of the operating
system simple and intuitive.

ZCS
INNOVATIVE
INSIDE
ZCS CONNECT*

Connect and interact with the robot anytime and everywhere (with your own smartphone or tablet). By using the Ambrogio Remote app it is possible to set
up the robot time profiles, verify location (geo localisation), isolate and/or work on specific areas of the garden (Go Away), monitor the status of the robot and
receive alerts when it comes out of the garden (Geo fence alarm, an evolved anti-theft system). Thanks to the Go Home and Work Now functions, it is possible
to force the robot to return to the charging station and to work in the garden.
*Free traffic data for two years. Renewable on expiration.

NEW
SMART ASSISTANT

Models equipped with ZCS Connect can interact with the user thanks to the new SMART ASSISTANT function (compatible with Siri, Google Home and Alexa).
The SMART ASSISTANT function allows you to send vocal commands, ask for information on the functioning of the robot as well as the working statistics.

GPS Enhanced Navigation Sat
Dynamic Memory
With built in GPS, Ambrogio mowers know where they have recently mown and where they
need to focus their cutting effort.
The satellite navigation system, based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to create
virtual maps, recording where it has mown as it goes.
As the mower passes through quadrants, it checks if the area has been fully mown
recently. If it has, it continues mowing through the area checking each section as it moves.
If it enters a section which has not been mown in the last few days, it changes mode to cut
in a spiral navigation pattern, completely cutting the quadrant in full before moving on.
With GPS navigation, Ambrogio lawnmowers pair multidirectional cutting with greater
efficiency of focused, time saving, systematic navigation.
* Standard on all models with ZCS connect module.

P&
O
DR OW
M

NO SET UP
ROBOTIC MOWING
NO INSTALLATION, NO WIRE, NO FUSS
Simply place the robot on your lawn and set it off
mowing. The smart grass sensors (ZGS) detect where
your lawn ends to keep it in the right area.
When it’s finished simply pick it up and put it on charge.
Keeping small gardens in pristine condition has never
been easier with the new Ambrogio L60, designed for
residential gardens up to 200m2. Ambrogio L60 is ideal
for those who want a perfectly mowed lawn, without
the need to install perimeter wires. The robot’s ease of
use also allows it to be put into service immediately and
transported across multiple areas and different gardens.
Designed to allow you to benefit from all the advantages
offered by Ambrogio’s simple and innovative technology.
This model provides an excellent cut while mulching to
recycle clippings into the turf, resulting in a greener,
lusher, healthier lawn in an eco-friendly way.
SIMPLE & ECO-FRIENDLY
Respects the environment and works quietly, the
management is simple and intuitive.
SMALL, COMPACT & SAFE
Designed for small to medium sized gardens, it moves
with agility in complete safety.
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*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

200 m

2

Bluetooth Receiver + App

ZCS Connect (Optional)

Simple, no installation for small areas
Keeping small gardens in flawless condition has never been easier with the Ambrogio L60,
designed for residential gardens up to 200m2. The Ambrogio L60 is ideal for those who want a
perfectly mowed lawn, without the need to install perimeter wires. Thanks to its ease of use, the
robot can be put immediately to work and moved in different areas and multiple lawns. With the
Ambrogio app it is possible to control and update the robot.

200 m

2

NO Installation NO Perimeter Wire!
5 Ah lithium-ion

2 00 h
No perimeter wire to install

Lightweight and portable

1X

**

**Tennis court area comparison is an approximation
based on standard singles tennis court dimensions.

Continuous cutting*

Eco Mode Sensor To recognise the mowed areas and reduce working times to the total advantage of the lawn and
less wear of the robot.

Bluetooth Receiver To transfer software updates from Smartphone/Tablet to the robot and to use the “Ambrogio
Remote” App from iOS and Android.

ZGS Sensor The ZGS (Zucchetti Grass Sensor) sensor detects the presence of grass and allows the robot to

Slopes up to 50%

recognise any holes or empty spaces, even without a perimeter wire marking off the area.

Navigation The combination of drop off, bump and ZGS sensors allow the L60 to navigate your lawn. It can detect

Four wheel drive

Symmetrical Design; Bilateral
Working Reduces Turning

Lawn Area

solid obstacles, borders / cliff edges and level patio, or any area without grass.

Simple Control Panel

Bumper With Mechanical
Obstacle Sensor

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

4 Edged Solid Steel Blade &
ZGS Grass Detecting Sensors

Easy Access Charging Port
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1000 m2
The baby of the new generation

The Twenty is our smallest ever fully autonomous robot lawnmower, but don’t
confuse its small size for a less capable mower. This little machine is fitted
with the latest processors, brushless motors, a powerful battery and solid
18cm stainless steel blade.
The compact size, measuring 42cm long and weighing in at 7kg, keep the
Twenty discreet on lawns. Inconspicuous when working, this also takes up
minimal space in the recharging dock, so more of your garden is free to
enjoy. With advanced off lawn docking capabilities, it can park itself neatly out
the way when not at work.

700 m

2

The ZCS Connect Module fitted in the Twenty Elite increase efficiency using
GPS assisted navigation, while giving you full GPS tracking, GeoFence
(unauthorised movement) alerts and the ability to manage, interact and
monitor the mowers functions. It is also compatible with voice assistants and
the pet protecting Ambrogio Amico tag.

3.5 X
BLUETOOTH

1000 m

Like many of the Ambrogio mowers, both Twenty models are
fully compatible with our pet protecting Amico tag. Now your
four-legged friends can enjoy the garden even when the robot
is mowing.

5X

2

BLUETOOTH & SIM

Smart Assistant
(Twenty Elite)

GPS

Next generation processors

ZCS Connect
(Twenty Elite)

Bluetooth & GSM / SIM
(GSM on Twenty Elite)

Keypad & LED

42 cm

Small and Compact
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Rain Sensor Located On
Simple Control Panel

Touch Sensitive Obstacle
Bumper With Smart Charging
Points

Solid Drop Edge Stainless
Steel Mulching Blade

Robot in recharging base
with cover (cover optional)

1800 m

2

Innovative and compact
The L35 Deluxe involves a high degree of innovation. The brushless motors, advanced
cutting systems and the brand new flex-grip rubber wheels allow the robot to mow and
maintain complex areas up to 1800m2 in the least time possible.

9X
INNOVATIVE
MOTHERBOARD

BLUETOOTH & GSM

ZCS CONNECT

SMART
ASSISTANT

GPS NAV &
TRACK

Tennis Courts
1800 m

2

5 Ah lithium-ion

New flex rubber rear wheel

2 30 h

17 h

Continuous cutting*

Robot free garden

ZCS Connect Use bluetooth or GSM (phone network) to connect and interact with the mower anytime and
High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

from anywhere in the world. Get updates, track the mower, change working plans and much more all from your
smartphone or table. Always have the latest features; get free updates through the app that you can transfer to
the mower via bluetooth.

GPS Enhanced Navigation The satellite navigation system, based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to
recognise the areas just mowed. The robot then creates virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each
area, thus ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

Keypad & LED

Keypad & LED

Bumper and obstacle sensor

Flex grip rubber wheels

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

4 edge stainless steel blade

Recharging base cover
(optional)
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+INFINITYSYSTEM

SEE P22

Up To

5000 m

2

Interactive and Smart
The two L250i models, Elite and Elite S+, are a concentration of innovation and
technology. The touchscreen display, advanced GPS assisted navigation systems and
ZCS Connect module make the robots extremely efficient and innovative. Compatible
most of the voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT), for a complete interaction with the robot.

3200 m

5000 m

2

Lawn
Area

2

**

INNOVATIVE
MOTHERBOARD

TOUCH
DISPLAY

BLUETOOTH &
GSM

ZCS
CONNECT

SMART
ASSISTANT

GPS NAV &
TRACK

X 16

X 25

Tennis court area comparison is an approximation based on standard singles tennis court dimensions.

**

7.5 Ah lithium-ion

3 30 h

16 h

Continuous cutting*

Robot free garden

7.5 Ah lithium-ion

7 00 h

12 h

Continuous cutting*

Robot free garden

High efficiency brushless motors
Flex-Grip rear wheel Deforming soft rubber tyres give excellent grip on all terrain, even on wet surfaces.
SIVE PATE
LU

O! - EXC
SIV

Patented front wheels They move independently from each other, while maintaining high
cutting performances even on irregular and uneven terrain.

Manage up to 8 separate areas

TO ESCLU
ET

! - BREV
NT

GPS Enhanced Navigation The satellite navigation system, based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to
recognise the areas just mowed. The robot then creates virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each
area, thus ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

Slopes up to 45%

SIVE PATE
LU

TO ESCLU
ET

! - BREV
NT

O! - EXC
SIV

Large Touchscreen Display
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Patented Floating Front Wheel

Flex-Grip Rubber Rear Wheels

Optional Metal Grip Spikes

Automatic Recharging In
Docking Station

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

+INFINITYSYSTEM

SEE P22

7000 m

2

Attractive design and high technology
The L350i Elite can manage lawns up to 7,000 m2 and work for seven consecutive hours,
while maintaining high mowing performance. The touchscreen display makes programming
simple and intuitive. The ZCS Connect module ensures safety and ease of use also thanks to
its compatibility with the most popular voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT).

Lawn Area

**

INNOVATIVE
MOTHERBOARD

TOUCH
DISPLAY

BLUETOOTH &
GSM

ZCS
CONNECT

SMART
ASSISTANT

GPS NAV &
TRACK

35 X

Tennis Courts

Tennis court area comparison is an approximation based on standard singles tennis court dimensions.

**

15 Ah lithium-ion

7 00 h

Continuous cutting *

9 h

Robot free garden

High efficiency brushless motors

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Flex-Grip rear wheel Plyable soft rubber tyres give excellent grip on all terrain, even on wet surfaces.

GPS Enhanced Navigation The satellite navigation system, based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to
recognise the areas just mowed. The robot then creates virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each
area, thus ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

Slopes up to 45%

Large Touchscreen Display

Adjustable Rain Sensor

Self Cleaning Flex-Grip Rubber
Rear Wheels

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

Metal Grip Spikes; For Soft
Wet Conditions (Optional)

Form Fitting Charging Base
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Live in the Future
THE STATE-OF-THE ART ROBOT
THAT COMES COMPLETE WITH A
UP TO 6-YEAR WARRANTY!

Ambrogio 4.0 and 4.36 are the first robot mowers
of the new digital era to revolutionise gardening
robotics. Equipped with a new technological
platform, futuristic design and state-of-the-art
jointed structure, the 4.0 platform allows for better
managment of uneven terrain and to adapt to
gardens of different shapes and sizes.
These next generation platforms are built to be tough
and reliable and are constructed from the highest
quality materials.

Smart mowers deserve smart batteries!
Lithium-ion batteries equipped with Bluetooth
technology to exchange information with the robots
motherboard, to optimise charging and power
consumption, and to monitor the state of health of
the battery itself.
Ultimate grip for all surfaces
The double and triple wheel has been designed to
allow greater stability and grip with less pressure
on the lawn. A metal spike ring can also be inserted
to help the robot move over wet terrain and slopes.
These flex-grip rubber tyres deform as they rotate
moulding to the lawn surface for a greater footprint,
this flexing also helps keep them clean for consistant
traction in all weathers.
Deck flexibility for unrivalled finish
Flexibility and articulation are at the core of this
latest innovation. Flexing independently of the rear
drive unit, the deck can closely follow lawn contours
for a stunning cut. The top of the deck is perforated
to allow rain to help the robot clean itself and rinse
mulched clippings away.

2200 m2
The articulated robot that transforms your lawn

The 4.0 B model is ideal for those who require a simple, reliable robot that can adapt to
changes. Its flexible yet solid and safe structure enables the installation of three different
types of Power Units, that allow it to be converted from a robot for small to medium-sized
gardens to a solution that covers up to 2,200m2 with extreme accuracy. The brushless
motors, rubber profile wheels and soft bumpers complete the characteristics of an
innovative robot that meets all sort of needs. Equipped with a Bluetooth Receiver that can be
independently controlled by a dedicated app. Its new design also allows greater autonomy:
its on-blade body provides quick and safe self-cleaning.

INNOVATIVE
MOTHERBOARD

TOUCH
DISPLAY

BLUETOOTH &
GSM

ZCS
CONNECT

SMART
ASSISTANT

GPS NAV &
TRACK

2200 m

2

Minimalist
Recharging Dock

X 11

Tennis court area comparison is an approximation
based on standard singles tennis court dimensions.

**

Next generation processors

App Bluetooth

Smart batteries

* The platform is designed for work indicated surfaces, in ideal cutting conditions: a simple,
rectangular-shaped flat lawn, without any obstacles or additional areas and a moderate lawn growth speed.

Keypad & LED

Push Stop button

Bumper and soft obstacle
sensor

Rubber wheels

Jointed

Double treaded rubber wheel

Keypad & LED

Self-cleaning

Robot in recharging base
with cover (cover optional)
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3500 m2
Super Smart, Super Flex … the future is already here!

The 4.0 Elite combines flexibility and modularity with 4.0 hyper-connected technological
innovation. Built around ZCS Connect module and super-fast processors that, together
with the GPS, Bluetooth and GSM technology, enables the connection of the robot anytime
and anywhere, in total safety. It is possible to stop, start, exclude areas to be cut and
monitor the robot with a simple touch of a button.
Thanks to the Geofence Alarm, the system makes it possible to warn the user when the
robot leaves the garden area. This way, you will always be aware of the movements that
your Ambrogio 4.0 makes. It is also fitted with a modern anti-theft system.
The adjustment of the blade height is also easy to operate, using a built in adjustment
motor, simply chance the cut height using the touchscreen on the mower, or in the app.
The ZCS technology is more user-friendly and interactive: enabling the easier
management of your lawn in a completely autonomous manner. It is also compatible with
voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT) and with AMICO.
Always, anywhere, anytime… super smart Ambrogio!

3500 m

2

X 17.5

INNOVATIVE
MOTHERBOARD

TOUCH
DISPLAY

Touchscreen display

ZCS
CONNECT

SMART
ASSISTANT

GPS NAV &
TRACK

Soft bumper

Tennis court area comparison is an approximation
based on standard singles tennis court dimensions.

**
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BLUETOOTH &
GSM

Double tyred rubber wheel

Jointed

Robot in recharging base

* The platform is designed for work indicated surfaces, in ideal cutting conditions: a simple, rectangular-shaped flat lawn, without any
obstacles or additional areas and a moderate lawn growth speed.

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

+INFINITYSYSTEM

SEE P22

Smart Assistant

Blade motorisation

Next generation processors

Jointed

Bluetooth & GSM

Self-cleaning

ZCS Connect

Rubber wheels

Smart batteries

Touch Display

GPS Enhanced Navigation
(Satellite Dynamic Memory)
The new satellite navigation system, based on
advanced algorithms, allows Ambrogio 4.0 Elite to
recognise the areas just mowed. The robot creates
virtual maps and cuts longer on dated areas,
ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.
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6000 m2
Powerful and jointed
+INFINITYSYSTEM

SEE P22

The powerful battery and the 36cm blade of the new Ambrogio 4.36 Elite model
allow it to maintain larger lawn areas than its little brother, the 4.0 Elite. With
the ULTRA PREMIUM Power Unit, the robot is able to work for over 4 hours,
mowing up to 6000m2.
It comes highly equipped with all the latest technologies (Display Touch, ZCS
Connect, GPS, Bluetooth and GSM), and has a high capability to work in a
team with other robots. It is also compatible with voice assistants (SMART
ASSISTANT) and with AMICO.
The wide triple wheelset spreads weight evenly across the ground, while the
flex-grip tyres deform to the ground for more contact and grip. As the rubber
deforms the tyres shed any debris that may have built up.

6000 m

2

INNOVATIVE
MOTHERBOARD

Blade motorisation

Large touchscreen display
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BLUETOOTH &
GSM

ZCS
CONNECT

SMART
ASSISTANT

GPS NAV &
TRACK

GPS Enhanced Navigtaion The satellite navigation system, based on advanced algorithms,

X 30

Smart Assistant

TOUCH
DISPLAY

allows the robot to recognise the areas just mowed. The robot then creates virtual maps and
remembers the working times used for each area, thus ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

Bluetooth & GSM

Next generation processors

Jointed

Bumper and soft obstacle
sensor

Self-cleaning

Triple rubber wheel

ZCS Connect

Rubber wheels

4 point star blade

Smart batteries

Large Display

Robot in recharging base
with cover (cover optional)

Warranty up to 6 years

BUILT TO LAST
We’ve extended, on the
4.0 B, 4.0 Elite and 4.36,
the warranty up to 6 years!

2

year warranty

covering the conditions and limitations stated in
the warranty booklet

+

4

year extension
to the warranty covering plastic components
that are not subject to wear and tear that have
manufacturing defects.
to the warranty covering electronic components
excluding the limitations specified in the
warranty booklet.
to the warranty covering cutting and propulsion
motors limited up to 5,000 hours of operation.

To validate the warranty extension, it is mandatory to carry
out regular winter servicing, to register such servicing on
the manufacturer’s website, to request the issuing and the
appropriate filing of the relative, duly-completed certifications.
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LARGE AREA MOWING
AT ITS BEST
Designed to cover large areas faster than any other robot
in our range, the L400 series features a three blade cutting
system and high capacity lithium-ion batteries to give wide
mowing and long operating times.
Each of the solid stainless steel cutting blades are mounted
within independantly floating cutter arms so the blades can
follow the contours of the ground.
Featuring the latest 4.0 electronics and ZCS connect
modules, the L400’s are fully GPS integrated with smart
navigation and tracking.

SPORTS PITCHES
With a super wide cut, the L400 needs to spend
significantly less time than other models on a pitch to keep
it maintained, allowing the pitch to be used for what it was
designed for. Regular cutting and mulching keeps the turf in
top condition.
MUNICIPAL AREAS & PRIVATE GROUNDS
With the mowing automated, grounds care staff have more
time to tend to other tasks. Sharing all the same safety
and tracking features as the other PROline models, these
mowers can be left to get on with their job.
AIRSTRIPS
Regular autonomous cutting keeps airstrips maintained so
they are always ready to use. The contoured cut means you
can see exactly what your wheels are touching down on.
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+INFINITYSYSTEM
SEE P22

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

Up To

20000 m

2

Powerful and elegant, for very large areas
A powerful robot with an attractive design typical of Italian products, which can manage
gardens up to 20,000 m2, even those with multiple separate areas. The two models are also
equipped with the new ZCS Connect module to connect and interact with Ambrogio every time
and everywhere.

INNOVATIVE
MOTHERBOARD

TOUCH
DISPLAY

BLUETOOTH &
GSM

ZCS
CONNECT

SMART
ASSISTANT

10000 m

20000 m

2

High efficiency brushless motors

2

Electronic cut height adjustment (L400i Deluxe)

Perfect cut even on uneven ground
Manage up to 8 separate areas
Flex rubber rear wheel (L400i Deluxe) For excellent grip on all types of terrain, even on wet surfaces.
Slopes up to 45%
GPS Enhanced Navigation The satellite navigation system, based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to
Powerful lithium-ion batteries

recognise the areas just mowed. The robot then creates virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each
area, thus ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

Lightweight and robust carbon cover

An unique design with sinuous lines, which combined
with carbon, makes the robot robust and attractive.

Touchscreen display

360o bump detection

3 floating cutter blade arms

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.

Push stop button

Recharging robot
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+INFINITYSYSTEM
TEAMWORK FOR LAWNMOWERS
The innovative navigation system that allows
several robots to simultaneously manage an
area, in a smart and integrated way.
MANY CONTENTS WITH A CLICK

+INFINITYSYSTEM*, through sharing GPS and lawn condition information
via Cloud technologies and ZCS Connect, creates a constantly shared
virtual map on the area to be maintained. The shared map allows multiple
robots to know the already cut micro zones; optimising the working time,
without neglecting any area and with maximum efficiency.
Robots equipped with +INFINITYSYSTEM have the ability to readjust
themselves to work in areas that have increased their area over time.
External areas which become lawn can be managed in a perfect
combination with all the other green spaces.
The + INFINITYSYSTEM system is recommended for the maintenance of
medium/large spaces up to very large areas such as sport fields, airfields
and golf courses.
* Available on some models of the Ambrogio 2020 range, prior to a technical evaluation of the area.

1.

Download the Ambrogio Remote APP.

2.

Search the catalogue for images showing
the symbol with the letters +AR

3.

Open the APP, scan the image and…
enter the world of Ambrogio robot!

Discover all videos in the catalogue!

Scan the photo with the
Ambrogio Remote APP
to see the video
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THE IoT DEVICE; FRIEND TO ALL PETS
Ambrogio is friend to all animals and respects their need for space.

AMICO is the new accessory that ensures your mower and pets can safely share
the lawn together. When wearing an Amico tag, your Ambrogio robot will only
work when at a safety distance away from your pet(s). As soon as the mower
gets close to the tag it automatically shuts down the blade.
This unique tag can be put on collar, or even mounted on the back or a tortoise
(with included tab).
We understand that pets will be pets; this tag has a smooth design and durable
construction so can be left on a collar for daily life.

Approximate real life size

Scan the photo with the
Ambrogio Remote APP
to see the video

AMICO is available for all models of the 2020 Ambrogio range.
For more information, please contact your dealer.
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ALWAYS WITH YOU AMBROGIO REMOTE APP
Bluetooth
Simple to use
Change any settings
Free software updates
Find help guides at your fingertips
Manual robot control via Bluetooth
Available for all 2020 models

ZCS Connect
Geographic localisation
the robot is localised on
the map

Go away
temporarily exclude a specific
area of the garden

Geofence alarm
an evolved anti-theft
device

Go Home
to send the robot to the
recharging base

ZCS Connect allows you to connect and interact with the
robot anytime and from anywhere in the world (with your own
smartphone or tablet). By using the Ambrogio Remote APP it is
possible change the profiles of the working time of the robot,
track your robot through its GPS and even temporarily stop it
from mowing part of a lawn without moving the wire. Receive
alerts if your robot ever moves out of lawn area.
ZCS Connect is included on most models as standard.

* Contact your dealer for the operating
requirements. Free traffic data for two years.
Renewable on expiration.
Geofence Allarm!

o dal perimetro stabilito!

Daily
Coverage

Mowing
Per Day

Twenty
Deluxe

Twenty
Elite

L35
Deluxe

4.0 B

L250i
Elite

4.0 Elite

L250i
Elite S+

4.36
Elite

L350i
Elite

L400i B

L400i
Deluxe

2 hrs

140 m2

200 m2

360 m2

360 m2

400 m2

590 m2

630 m2

670 m2

780 m2

1430 m2

2860 m2

4 hrs

280 m2

400 m2

720 m2

720 m2

800 m2

1170 m2

1250 m2

1340 m2

1560 m2

2860 m2

5720 m2

6 hrs

420 m2

600 m2

1070 m2

1080 m2

1200 m2

1750 m2

1880 m2

2000 m2

2330 m2

4290 m2

8570 m2

8 hrs

560 m2

800 m2

1430 m2

1430 m2

1600 m2

2330 m2

2500 m2

2670 m2

3110 m2

5710 m2

11430 m2

10 hrs

700 m2

1000 m2

1800 m2

1810 m2

2000 m2

2920 m2

3120 m2

3330 m2

3890 m2

7140 m2

14290 m2

12 hrs

2140 m

2400 m

3500 m

3750 m

4000 m

4670 m

8570 m

17150 m

14 hrs

2500 m2

2800 m2

4370 m2

4670 m2

5440 m2

10000 m2

20000 m2

3200 m2

5000 m2

5330 m2

6220 m2

6000 m2

7000 m2

16 hrs
18 hrs

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

With powerful large capacity
batteries, smart navigation
systems and high performance
motors, Ambrogio robots are
highly efficient.
Mowing for less time means
you have longer to enjoy your
beautifully maintained lawn.
This table can be used as a guide
for how many hours each model
may need to operate each week
to maintain your lawn area.

* m2/hr based on max capacity of robot including time to recharge. To be used as a guide only to caluclate lawn time required.
*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.
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Ambrogio robot speaks the language of the future!
The models equipped with ZCS Connect are able to communicate with
the most popular voice assistants (Apple’s Siri, Google Home and
Amazon’s Alexa). Ambrogio makes it possible to control the robot with
simple voice commands, without using an APP or a display, but remotely,
via a simple internet connection.
With the dedicated skill, you can:
•
know what your Ambrogio is doing
•
send your Ambrogio out to work immediately
•
send Ambrogio back to the charging station
•
get statistics on its work

Interact with your Ambrogio robot by giving it
voice commands!

Alexa...
what is Ambrogio doing*
Alexa...
go to work Ambrogio*

Alexa...
give me the statistics on Ambrogio*
Alexa...
recharge now Ambrogio*
*Per i comandi specifici, riferirsi alle guide presenti nelle
App Ambrogio ed Alexa e Google
*For specific commands, please refer to the “guide”
sections in the APPs of Ambrogio, Alexa and Google Home.
*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.
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L60 Elite

TWENTY Deluxe

TWENTY Elite

L35 Deluxe

L250i Elite

£1059

£999

£1299

£2199

£2999

Maximum cutting surface [m2] (-20%)*

200

700

1000

1800

3200

Area capacity per hour [m2/hr]

34

70

100

179

200

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

5.0Ah - 25.9V

2.5Ah - 25.9V

2.5Ah - 25.9V

5 Ah - 25.9V

7.5 Ah - 25.9V

Average Working Time [hr:min] (+-20%)

2:00

2:00

2:00

2:30

3:30

Average Recharge Time [hr:min] / Mode

3:00 / Manual (Off Lawn)

1:00 / Automatic

1:00 / Automatic

2:00 / Automatic

3:00 / Automatic

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

25

18

18

25

29

42-48

25-70

25-70

25-60

25-70

Manual / Spacer Kit

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Contour Following Blade System

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Rain Sensor

No

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Optional

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Spiral Cutting System

No

Yes - Blade Sensor

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Eco Mode

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

“SDM” Cutting System

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

"+ Infinity" Teamwork Cutting System

No

No

No

No

Yes

-

Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

On Robot Controls & Display

Keypad & LED

Keypad & LED

Keypad & LED

Keypad & LED

Touchscreen Display

APP Connected

Yes - Bluetooth

Yes - Bluetooth

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

With ZCS Connect (Optional)

With ZCS Connect (Optional)

Yes

Yes

Yes

AMICO Pet Protection Tag Compatible

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Safety PIN

No

PIN Code (APP)

PIN Code (APP)

PIN Code (APP)

PIN Code (Touchscreen)

GPS Tracking

No

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

GeoFence Alerts

No

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Manageable Areas Including the Main

1

4

4

8

8

Off Lawn Docking

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Max. permissible Slope (%)

50%

45%

45%

45%

45%

Slope on the outer edge of perimeter wire (%)

N/A

20%

20%

20%

20%

Robot Weight [kg]

8.3

7.1

7.2

11

15.3

440 x 360 x 200 mm

420 x 290 x 220 mm

420 x 290 x 220 mm

540 x 450 x 252 mm

580 x 500 x 290 mm

4 Wheel Classic

Flex Grip Rubber

Flex Grip Rubber

Flex Grip Rubber

Flex Grip Rubber

65

57

57

59

63

IPx4

IPx5

IPx5

IPx4

IPx4

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

RRP (inc. VAT)

Motor type

POWER

Battery Capacity - Lithium-Ion

Blade Type
Cutting Width [cm]

CUTTING SYSTEM

Cutting Height (min-max) [mm]
Cutting Height Adjustment

NAVIGATION

ZCS Connect Module (GPS, GSM)

Return To Charge Method

LAWN LAYOUT

SECURITY

CONNECTED

Bluetooth Receiver
Smart Assistant

Robot Size (L x W x H)
Wheel Profile

FEATURES

Sound power [dB(A)]
Waterproof Protection Rating
Warranty (Domestic & Commercial)
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All specification based on ideal mowing conditions and modest lawn growth pace.
*m2 correspond to the max performance of the battery
*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.
** m2/hr based on maximum capacity of robot including time to recharge. To be used as a guide only to caluclate lawn time required.
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L250i Elite S+

L350i Elite

4.0 B

4.0 Elite

4.36 Elite

L400i B

L400i Deluxe

£3499

£3999

£2699

£3499

£4499

£13999

£16499

5000

7000

2200

3500

6000

10000

20000

313

389

180

292

333

714

1538

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

Brushless

15 Ah - 25.9V

15 Ah - 25.9V

8.7Ah - 25.9V

8.7Ah - 25.9V

10.35Ah - 25.9V

30Ah - 25.9V

60Ah - 25.9V

7:00

7:00

4:00

3:45

4:00

6:00

11:00

2:30 / Automatic

2:30 / Automatic

1:30 / Automatic

1:30 / Automatic

1:30 / Automatic

5:00 / Automatic

10:00 / Automatic

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

6 Fixed Tip Cutter

4 Point Solid Stainless Steel

3 X Solid Stainless Steel

3 X Solid Stainless Steel
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36

25

25

36

84

84

25-70

24-64

20-65

20-65

20-65

25-85

25-70

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automatic

Automatic

Manual

Infinite

Yes

No

Ultimate

Ultimate

Ultimate

3 Way Ultimate

3 Way Ultimate

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes - Adjustable

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes - Blade Sensor

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes - GPS & Blade Sensor

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

GPS, Wire & Parallel Follow

Touchscreen Display

Touchscreen Display

Keypad & LED

Touchscreen Display

Touchscreen Display

Touchscreen Display

Touchscreen Display

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes - Bluetooth

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes - Bluetooth & GSM

Yes

Yes

Si/Yes

Si/Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

With ZCS Connect (Optional)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PIN Code (Touchscreen)

PIN Code (Touchscreen)

PIN Code (APP)

PIN Code (Touchscreen)

PIN Code (Touchscreen)

PIN Code (Touchscreen)

PIN Code (Touchscreen)

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8

8

4

8

8

8

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

45%

45%

45%

45%

45%

45%

45%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

16.2

18.4

15.6

15.8

18

45

49

580 x 500 x 290 mm

700 x 490 x 300 mm

635 x 464 x 300 mm

635 x 464 x 330 mm

784 x 536 x 330 mm

1200 x 977 x 372 mm

1200 x 977 x 372 mm

Flex Grip Rubber

Flex Grip Rubber

Flex Grip Rubber

Flex Grip Rubber

Flex Grip Rubber

Conical Rib Grip

Flex Grip Rubber

63

69

63

63

65

69

69

IPx4

IP44

IPx5

IPx5

IPx5

IP44

IP44

2 Years

2 Years

6 Years (2+4)

6 Years (2+4)

6 Years (2+4)

2 Years

2 Years

*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.
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